example, nodes have clustered ankG and bIV spectrin, whereas paranodes, the sites flanking nodes where the myelin sheath attaches to the axon, are highly enriched in aII spectrin, bII spectrin, and ankB ( Figure 1B ) [14] . Cytoskeletal organization in myelinated axons depends on neuron-glia interactions. In future studies it will be interesting to determine how the internodal, paranodal, and nodal organization of the actin-spectrin cytoskeleton is modified by myelinating glia, or whether it resembles the organization of unmyelinated axons.
Finally, although all vertebrate cells have submembranous cytoskeletons composed of actin, spectrin, and ankyrins [2] , the difference between the dendritic and axonal organization of actin and spectrin shows how the cytoskeleton may be organized differently in unique cellular compartments, even within the same cell. The methodologies used by Xu et al. [1] can be easily applied to many cell types to determine whether the periodic organization of the cytoskeleton is an invention unique to axons, or whether other cell types have arrived at similar or different solutions to the problem of how to maintain cellular architecture and integrity. Among popular procedures for studying episodic memory is to ask participants whether they actually remember a (test) word being previously studied or just know that it was in the studied list [2] . Remembering that you studied the word is recollecting the actual episode of the word being presented (episodic memory) as opposed to a general feeling of knowing (familiarity). While the remember/know procedure has been used to study episodic memory in humans, it is not an objective procedure that can be used to explore whether nonhuman animals have episodic memory. To date, some of the best evidence for some attributes of episodic memory-what, where, and when -being found in nonhuman animals has come from seed-caching studies of scrub jays [3] . Even in this case, episodic-memory experts have questioned whether these birds actually have 'human-like conscious recollections' or simply 'know' what kind of food is 'where' [4] .
A different approach that has gained momentum in understanding episodic memory involves what is referred to as 'source' memory (also called source monitoring) [5] . In source-memory tests, human participants are asked to identify the source of past events, for example, the gender of the voice of a to-be-remembered word. Source memory is an objective procedure and provides the background for the recent rat source-memory study [1] . Source memory is the ability to identify the source of a complex memory composed of tightly bound perceptual, spatial, temporal and emotional information. An everyday example of source-memory failure would be retelling a joke to the person who told it to you. Source memory by-passes the issue about which features (for example, what, where, when) are essential for episodic memory and instead focuses upon a single objective result: being able to correctly identify the source of some specific (usually punctate) event that occurred in the past. Objective measures are those that can be applied to testing animals (nonhuman, nonverbal species).
And this is what Crystal et al. [1] have done in their new study. These researchers developed an objective measure to test for source-memory in rats and provide converging evidence that it shares many aspects of human source memory. In addition to the considerable evolutionary implications, a rat model of source memory holds promise of providing breakthroughs in understanding human episodic memory, including brain areas, networks, and mechanisms of episodic memory, something that cannot be accomplished with non-mammalian species.
In their work, Crystal et al.
[1] capitalized on the rat's superior ability to forage for food and remember where they found food-and where they did not find food. The laboratory procedure that works best for capitalizing on this ability is the radial-arm-maze memory test. Rats are typically placed in the center circular area of a platform with paths (for example, eight equally-spaced arms) leading to food troughs that can be baited with food ( Figure 1 ). Rats can accurately remember which paths have been baited (or not baited) for hours or even a day. The authors elaborated on this rat memory testing paradigm by adding a highly desirable punctate event -the encounter of a chocolate pellet. Rats can accurately remember (for seven or more days) where (which arm and which maze) they encountered chocolate, even when the replenishment rule (revisit the chocolate arm) was opposite to the replenishment rule for rat chow (visit arms where you did not receive chow last time).
Source memory (for chocolate) in this study was manipulated by the experimenter placing the rat at the food Figure 1 . Pictures of the primary radial-arm maze showing wall cues for spatial discrimination and rats encountering food. (A) The primary eight-arm radial maze used in this study [1] . (B) An experimenter placing a rat into a runway for an experimenter-generated encounter with food. (C) Close-up view of a rat being placed into a runway at the food trough. (D) A rat approaching the food trough in a self-generated manner. (Photo courtesy of Jonathon Crystal.) trough containing chocolate (followed by the rat consuming the chocolate), or by the rat traveling down the arm to encounter chocolate (on its own) and consuming it [1] . Thus, familiarity of having received chocolate (semantic memory) was identical in both instances. But the source (episodic memory) of the chocolate ('directed' placement by the experimenter, or 'discovered' by the rat) was different.
In Experiment 1, the place where the rat discovered chocolate on its own was replenished with chocolate on the test, but not the place where the rat was placed in front of the trough containing chocolate. Rats accurately remembered this source rule. In another experiment (Experiment 4), the rule was reversed and the rats accurately remembered this opposite source rule -showing that handling (the rats) was not an artifact that produced a negative result (disrupted memory). In Experiment 2, rats were shown to accurately transfer the appropriate source rule to a second, different maze in which they had no previous 'source' training -thereby demonstrating that overlearned cues from a particular maze were not an artifact that produced a positive result (good memory).
Additionally, the rats' source memory was shown to be special (Experiment 3) -as it should be if it really was episodic memory -by lasting much longer (seven days or more) than 'run of the mill' memory (one day) for regular rat chow. And lastly, the rats' source memory was shown (Experiment 5) to be disrupted by temporarily disabling (with lidocaine) a brain area (CA3 region of the hippocampus) thought to be crucial for accurate human source memory. This last result adds important converging evidence that this procedure really is testing something very close to source memory.
This study [1] sets the stage for exploring and better understanding the neural basis of source memory (and episodic memory), not possible with humans even with high-resolution imaging. In addition to the CA3 region of the hippocampus investigated in this work, the role of other brain areas could be tested in future experiments with this procedure. Studies have shown the importance of other medial temporal lobe structures in related memory tasks (for example, the CA1 region of the hippocampus, dentate gyrus, parahippocampal and entorhinal cortecies) [6] . But such memories are not 'stored' in the medial temporal lobes. Memories are distributed (neural circuits). Often (maybe always) remembering reactivates sensory association areas (for example, parietal lobe, located dorsal to the temporal lobe) and even primary sensory areas (for example, occipital lobe located caudal to the parietal lobe) that produced those memories in the first place [7] .
Often (maybe always) what controls reactivation of a memory comes from a very different brain region -the prefrontal cortex of the frontal lobe [7] . So, reactivation of memories coupled with reactivation along paths of the original activation form loops of memory activity. With a rat model of source memory like that shown by Crystal et al. [1] , neural firing in several brain regions could be recorded in real time as the rat makes correct (and incorrect) source judgments. These techniques along with others (e.g., molecular, genetic) may someday be able to specify pathways and mechanisms of how episodic memory works, perhaps leading to approaches for repairing memory when it begins to fail. In all organisms, chromosomes host two essential metabolic process, gene transcription and DNA replication, which would appear to conflict with one another. DNA replication copies the genetic information in preparation for cell division and is initiated at sites called origins [1] . At each origin, two replisomes are established that consist of a replicative DNA helicase, leading and lagging strand DNA polymerases, and many accessory factors. The two replisomes travel away from the origin in opposite directions, copying both strands of the duplex as they go. While prokaryotes generally replicate their genomes from a single origin, eukaryotic cells employ up to hundreds of thousands of origins in every S phase. Like DNA replication, transcription involves copying the information encoded in the genome, in this case by an RNA polymerase that
